Abstract: Adaptive detection of a range-spread target is addressed for a possibly singular estimated covariance matrix, in nonGaussian clutter modelled as a spherically invariant random vector. Firstly, a modified generalised likelihood ratio test with recursive estimator (MGLRT-RE) is derived. To improve the adaptability and to reduce the computational complexity of MGLRT-RE, a simplified MGLRT (SMGLRT) is proposed and is proved to be constant false alarm rate (CFAR) to the statistics of the texture theoretically. Based on secondary data, the heuristic SMGLRT-CA (cell-averaging) and MGLRT-RE-CA are also designed. The SMGLRT outperforms the MGLRT and MGLRT-RE; similarly, the SMGLRT-CA with fully CFAR properties outperforms the MGLRT-CA and MGLRT-RE-CA. The performance assessment conducted by Monte Carlo simulation confirms the effectiveness of the proposed detectors.
Introduction
A high-resolution radar (HRR) can resolve a target into a number of scatterers, by using pulse compression techniques. Moreover, the multiple dominant scatterers (MDS) in isolated range cells are usually referred to as a so-called range-spread target [1] . As the detection strategies of point-like targets may fail for range-spread targets [2] , the adaptive detection of range-spread targets has gained more and more attention among the radar signal-processing community. Moreover, the algorithms to detect rangespread targets can also be used to detect a formation of point-like targets with the same velocity that are spatially distributed in range [3] .
At present, range-spread target detection in Gaussian background has been investigated largely, and many valuable results have been achieved. For instance, with some a priori statistical knowledge about the range-spread target [4] , the detection performance has been enhanced in Gaussian white noise. In [5] , when the estimated covariance matrix of Gaussian clutter is possibly singular, a modified generalised likelihood ratio test (MGLRT) detector is derived with the upper-bounded constant false alarm rate (CFAR) property. Furthermore, the MGLRT is applied to the polarisation diversity [6] , and the performance gain is achieved for Gaussian scenarios. In particular, the detection of moving range-spread target for airborne radar is investigated in Gaussian ground clutter [7] . By constraining the covariance matrix structure of Gaussian disturbance, adaptive range-spread target detection is addressed without secondary data in [8, 9] . In [10] , a double threshold decision rule is devised, and the rejection performance is emphasised particularly on. In [11] , the range-spread target detection is studied, by exploiting the image features of cross time-frequency distribution of a pair of adjacent received signals.
In particular, the partially homogeneous Gaussian environment is also considered for range-spread target detection, where the secondary data share the same covariance matrix of the primary data, but possess possibly different power levels. For example, the detectors relying on the generalised likelihood ratio test (GLRT) or on a twostep GLRT-based design procedure are proposed in [12] and are assessed in [13] . In [14] , to cope with the a-priori uncertainty, all the clutter data are assumed to be clustered into groups of cells sharing the same disturbance power value, and a certain degree of a-priori knowledge about the rate of change of the power level in range is retained. In addition, based on the GLRT, adaptive rangespread target detection is addressed in homogeneous and partially homogeneous noise plus subspace interference in [15] .
In fact, the background clutter may no longer be modelled accurately as a Gaussian random variable (RV) in the HRR situations [16] . More specifically, at the higher-range resolution, the radar system receives target-like spikes representing non-Gaussian observations, which can be better described as a spherically invariant random vector (SIRV) [17] . For instance, in [18] , with the known clutter covariance matrix, two GLRT-based detectors for a rangespread, Doppler-shifted target in SIRV clutter are developed. Moreover, the GLRT-based adaptive detection schemes of range-spread targets in SIRV clutter are addressed partly in [19, 20] .
Note that, most of the above detectors are based on the GLRT strategy. However, the GLRT strategy may fail to deal with this kind of problem as it is possible that a certain estimated covariance matrix could become singular [5] . Unfortunately, the MGLRT for Gaussian scenarios may fail for non-Gaussian situations. In this work, the adaptive detection of range-spread target in SIRV clutter is investigated for a possibly singular estimated covariance matrix. Firstly, the modified maximum likelihood (MML) estimates of unknown parameters are derived for SIRV clutter. Then a MGLRT with recursive estimator (for short, MGLRT-RE) is devised. To improve the adaptability and to reduce the computational complexity of MGLRT-RE, a simplified MGLRT (SMGLRT) is proposed. Interestingly, the SMGLRT is proved to be CFAR to the statistics of the texture theoretically. In addition, if the secondary data are available, the heuristic detectors of SMGLRT-CA and MGLRT-RE-CA are designed on the appearance of a cellaveraging (CA) detector. In particular, the SMGLRT-CA with fully CFAR properties outperforms the MGLRT-CA [21] and MGLRT-RE-CA with partly CFAR properties.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the target and clutter models are introduced, whereas Section 3 is devoted to the design of MGLRT-RE, SMGLRT, MGLRT-RE-CA and SMGLRT-CA. The performance evaluation of the proposed detectors is the object of Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and hints for future work.
Problem formulation
Assume that data are collected from N sensors and the possible target is completely contained within a range window equal to K range cells z t s, t ¼ 1, . . ., K, which is called the range extent of target. Herein, the clutterdominant environment is considered, and the internal noise is ignored. The problem of detecting a range-spread target in additive clutter can be formulated succinctly in terms of the following binary hypotheses test The clutter returns are modelled as an SIRV distribution [17] for representing non-Gaussian scenarios. Thus the N-dimensional clutter vector c t can be given by
where
. ., N are zero-mean complex circular Gaussian RVs. The texture component t t is a semi-positive real RV with unknown probability density function (PDF) f t , and is used to model the large power fluctuations in different range cells. Moreover, h t and t t are assumed to be independent. Herein an N × N clutter covariance matrix structure (CCMS) S associated with h t is defined as
where S is a non-negative definite and Hermitian matrix with rank r (1 ≤ r ≤ N ). Assume K ≥ N. For K ≥ N and S positive definite, the rank of Z equals N with probability 1 [22] .
To simplify the analysis, only one equivalent scatterer is supposed to occupy one resolution cell; in other words, the number of equivalent scatterers is equal to that of range cells occupied by target scatterers. As the distribution f t is unknown, each component of clutter vector c t is modelled as conditionally Gaussian with the unknown variance t t . Accordingly, the joint conditionally PDF of z t s, t ¼ 1, . . ., K under each hypothesis is given by [23] 
where c is a normalisation constant; . p is the product of the positive eigenvalues of a square matrix; tr( . ) denotes the trace of a square matrix; ( . ) † implies the Moore-Penrose generalised inverse; d( . ) is a product of Dirac delta functions of the matrix elements of the argument; F 2 indicates an N × (N 2 r) matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the null space of columns of S;
According to the Neyman -Pearson criterion, the optimum solution to the hypotheses test (1) is the likelihood ratio test, but it cannot be implemented owing to total ignorance of the parameters a, T and S. We can resort to the GLRT-based decision schemes [24] , which can be written as
Unfortunately, the numerator of (6) maybe unbounded, and as a consequence, the GLRT strategy cannot be applied. If Z has full rank, we can always find an a such that Z 2 pa H has rank less than N. For example, set a ¼ Z H s, and then the null space of Z 2 pa H is non-empty. More precisely, as for a CCMS S of rank N, it can be shown that, under the H 1 hypothesis, its maximum likelihood (ML) estimate can be made of rank N 2 1 for certain subspace of a, and thus, sup S,a,T f 1 (Z|S, a, T, H 1 ) ¼ 1. This circumstance may be resulted from the case that the parameter space is too large. Nevertheless, resorting to the method of sieves [25] , we can restrict the parameter space (S, a, T ) to a subspace such that the ML solution exists and is unique. Under an appropriate constraint on the parameter space, the multipliers [m 0 (Z|S, T ) and m 1 (Z|S,a, T )] of the delta functions in (4) and (5) can be maximised, and the MML estimates result.
Detector design
In this section, the MGLRT-RE and SMGLRT are devised for non-Gaussian background. Moreover, the CFAR property of SMGLRT to the statistics of the texture is proved theoretically. The SMGLRT-CA and MGLRT-RE-CA are also obtained.
MGLRT-RE detector
To develop the MML, we can use the following proposition [5] Proposition 1: Given an N × K matrix X with the PDF
where N ≥ 2,Ŝ = XX H and 1 ≤r = rank(Ŝ) ≤ N [rank(.) denotes the rank of a matrix], a unique solution for the MML estimate of S can be found by properly restricting S to the set
whereĈLĈ H is the eigenvalue decomposition ofŜ, and A is anr ×r matrix. In this case, the MML solution is obtained for A =L/K, whereL is the diagonal matrix of the positive diagonal elements of L.
Assume that K ≥ N and the underlying CCMS S is positive definite, so that ZT
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H has rank N with probability 1 [22] . Hence, as for the denominator of (6), it is not necessary to impose any constraint to the parameter space; based on Proposition 1, it can be obtained aŝ
where c 0 is a constant. In order to obtain the MML estimateŜ MML,1 of S under the H 1 hypothesis, we restrict the parameter space to the set
is the eigenvalue decomposition of
H , and A 1 is an r 1 × r 1 matrix with r 1 = rank(Ŝ a ).
Note that
According to (12) , based on Proposition 1, it can be expressed aŝ
As mentioned before, rank(Z) ¼ N and rank( pa H ) ¼ 1. Note that [26] 
Therefore
According to (11) and (15), it follows that
where c 1 is a constant.
To obtain the MML estimateâ MML of a under the H 1 hypothesis, we can use the following proposition [5].
Proposition 2: Given an N × K matrix X with the PDF
for any K-length vector b such that rank(X 2 pb H ) ≤ N 2 1, the solution for the problemb MML = arg min (16) , theâ MML can be written equivalently aŝ
According to (18) , based on Proposition 2, it follows that b MML = X H p, or equivalentlyâ
is non-singular, we have that
From (10), (16) and (19) , the MGLRT for non-Gaussian background can be given by (see (20) ) In fact, the ML estimate of t t in (20) is a rather difficult task [27] , especially in the case that a certain estimated covariance matrix could become singular. More precisely, substituting (9) into (4) while substituting (13) and (19) into (5), and then exploiting the derivation for the natural logarithm of m 0 (Z|S, T ) and m 1 (Z|S, a, T ) with respect to t t , respectively, the ML estimate of t t under each hypothesis is straightforwardly given by
where ( . ) * implies the complex conjugation andâ t denotes the MML estimate of a t . From (9), (13), (21) and (22), the solution of the ML estimate of t t refers to solving a transcendental equation and it cannot be obtained in closed form. Thereby, we resort to a relatively simple estimator. Motivated by the RE for non-singular covariance matrix estimation [28, 29] , we come to a modified RE for possibly singular covariance matrix estimation, which can be implemented by the following procedurê
2,i , . . . , t Herein we use the identity matrix as the initialisation matrix for the iterations in (23) , that iŝ
It is shown in [28] that the RE procedure converges fast, and the resulted estimate has a satisfactory precision for N it ≥ 3. Hereinafter, we adopt N it ¼ 3. Plugging the finalT (N it ) 0 and T (N it ) 1 into (20), the MGLRT-RE can be denoted as
SMGLRT and its CFAR property
On the one hand, as the modified RE involves in iterative routines and computing the generalised inverse of a singular matrix, it is very time consuming with high computational complexity. On the other hand, the MGLRT-RE has no known optimality properties for non-Gaussian background and range-spread targets, but only provides a reasonable approach for finding a detector; thus simplified test statistics may achieve higher detection probability [30] . In fact, the MGLRT-RE is not CFAR and its threshold varies in different SIRV environments, especially for different clutter power levels. In most realistic scenarios, the clutter power level and its fluctuation are usually unknown in advance.
To improve the adaptability and to reduce the computational complexity of the MGLRT-RE, we propose a SMGLRT detector. First, derive the MGLRT for the case where the texture t t is known. Then, the appropriate estimate of t t is inserted, in place of the true texture component, into the test statistics. Finally, an adaptive simplified detector is obtained. According to the derivation of the above MGLRT-RE, the MGLRT with known texture components can be easily given by (27) Furthermore, the texture components can be estimated by projecting the input data onto the null space of the normalised steering vector p [31] , that iŝ
Note that, for p H p ¼ 1, pp H denotes the orthogonal projector onto the signal subspace while I N 2 pp H implies the orthogonal projector onto the null space of signal and is thus idempotent. The projection matrix I N 2 pp H removes the components of z t that lie in the space spanned by the rows of p. Hence, (I N 2 pp H )z t represents clutter information contained in z t , and the estimatet t in (28) is independent of any possible signal presence [31] .
Plugging (28) into (27) , the SMGLRT can be denoted as
Under the H 0 hypothesis, according to (2) and (28), it follows thatt
−1 is independent of the texture t t . As a consequencê
From (2) and (31), under the H 0 hypothesis, we obtain
where L ¼ (h t , h 2 , . . ., h K ) denotes the N × K speckle component matrix. Since LBL H is independent of texture components, according to (29) , the SMGLRT is CFAR to the statistics of the texture.
According to (26) and (29), the SMGLRT has simpler test statistics than the MGLRT-RE does. Moreover, the former undertakes less computation burden than the latter, by avoiding the iterative routines and the computation of generalised inverse of a singular matrix.
'Cell-averaging' detectors
Although the SMGLRT is free of the statistics of the texture under the H 0 hypothesis, it still depends on the speckle component. Based on secondary data, by utilising the 'cellaveraging' processing, we can form a detector with fully CFAR property to the texture and the CCMS of SIRV.
As previously noted, Z denotes the primary N × K data matrix. It is assumed that M 0 secondary N × K data matrices Z m , m ¼ 1, 2, . . ., M 0 are available [32] and that each of secondary data matrices does not contain any useful target echo and includes the same SIRV clutter as the primary data. Let l SMGLRT,m be the corresponding SMGLRT test statistic for the secondary data matrix Z m . It can be given by
Therefore the test statistic of SMGLRT-CA can be denoted as
For only the primary data can contain the desired signal, then (34) takes on the appearance of a CA CFAR detector. In fact, the SMGLRT-CA is totally CFAR in SIRV clutter, which will be demonstrated in Section 4. For comparative convenience, the MGLRT-RE-CA detector based on the secondary data is also given herein. According to (26) , the corresponding MGLRT-RE test statistic for Z m can be expressed as
Similarly, the MGLRT-RE-CA can be denoted as
After 'cell-averaging' processing, the CFAR properties of SMGLRT-CA and MGLRT-RE-CA are improved, which will be demonstrated in the next section.
Performance assessment
In this section, the proposed detectors are assessed and are compared with the existing MGLRT [5] and MGLRT-CA [21] , which shows the effectiveness of the proposed detectors. The clutter samples were generated from an exponential correlation structure, that is, Lorentzian spectrum, so that the matrix S has elements
where g is the one-lag correlation coefficient. Moreover, the distribution f t is modelled as a gamma distribution with the PDF [16] Table 1 . Model 1 denotes the target of uniformly distributed energy. However, Model 2-Model 4 denote the cases when one of the h 0 target range cells has strongest target energy and others have uniformly distributed energy. In the extreme case, Model 5 denotes an unresolved target.
Nevertheless, under either hypothesis, the closed-form expressions of the PDF for the proposed detectors are not available. The performance assessment is carried out resorting to Monte Carlo simulations. To limit the computational burden, it is assumed P fa ¼ 10 24 and K ¼ 15. Moreover, the input signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) over K range cells is defined as [18] SCR = s It is shown in Figs. 1 and 3 that, the thresholds of MGLRT and of MGLRT-RE fluctuate largely in different clutter scenarios, especially for large clutter power levels, which indicates neither of them is CFAR. Note that, the MGLRT is no longer upper-bounded CFAR in non-Gaussian scenarios. From Figs. 2 and 4 , it implies that the MGLRT-CA and MGLRT-RE-CA are CFAR to the clutter power level and the CCMS, but are still not adaptive to the clutter spikiness. However, it is indicated in Fig. 5 that the SMGLRT is CFAR to the statistics of the texture, but its thresholds are somewhat different for various CCMSs. Consequently, the SMGLRT is a partly CFAR detector. Nevertheless, the SMGLRT-CA holds fully CFAR properties for non-Gaussian scenarios, as shown in Fig. 5. 
Detection performance comparison
Furthermore, in Fig. 6 , the SMGLRT is compared with the MGLRT and MGLRT-RE(N it ¼ 3). It highlights that, the SMGLRT performs best, whereas the MGLRT-RE performs worst. Moreover, the advantage of SMGLRT over MGLRT and MGLRT-RE augments, as the SCR decreases. It is also noted that, the performance of MGLRT and MGLRT-RE 
will be degraded farther as the clutter spikiness increases. In addition, Fig. 7 refers to the detection performance of MGLRT-CA, MGLRT-RE-CA(N it ¼ 3) and SMGLRT-CA for M 0 ¼ 1. It is indicated that, the SMGLRT-CA with fully CFAR properties outperforms the two other partly CFAR detectors.
Influence of different preferences
In addition, in Figs. 8 and 9 , the effects of different preferences on the detection performance of SMGLRT are evaluated. For example, in Fig. 8 , the plots of P d against SCR of SMGLRT are given for different numbers of equivalent scatterers (h 0 ¼ 3, 6, 10, 15) and five typical MDS models of Table 1 . It is observed that, the SMGLRT performs best when the target energy is uniformly distributed, whereas the performance is degraded as the more target energy is concentrated in one cell. In addition, the figure shows that the detection performance improves largely as h 0 increases, whereas the performance gain decreases as h 0 increases. Finally, Fig. 9 refers to different numbers of sensors used (N ¼ 2, 4) and different clutter preferences (L ¼ 0.5, 1 and g ¼ 0, 0.99). It highlights that, the detection performance is improved as N increases. Moreover, the detection performance improves as the clutter spikiness increases (L decreases). In addition, the SMGLRT performs robustly for different correlations of clutter. Note that the SMGLRT was developed in clutter-dominated disturbance, which means a large clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR). However, it is still necessary to assess the effect of additive thermal white noise on detection performance in Fig. 9 for CNR ¼ 20, 30 and 40 dB. It shows that, the detection performance is degenerated as the noise increases. Moreover, the noise can completely be neglected for CNR ≥ 40 dB.
Conclusions
In this paper, the adaptive detection of range-spread target in SIRV clutter is investigated for a possibly singular estimated covariance matrix. By utilising the MML estimate and the modified recursive estimator, the MGLRT-RE is derived. Furthermore, to improve the adaptability and to reduce the computational complexity of MGLRT-RE, the SMGLRT is 
